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Shala Lamboy ( Why I Love Sunrider)
My kids compete in dance, cheer, and Brazilian jiu-jitsu which require practice nearly
every day of the week. Additionally, we throw in an extra sport during soccer season! I
can’t imagine a single practice or competition without sending a bottle of Fortune
Delight® with each child. It’s so easy to make, even my 7-year-old can make his own
Fortune Delight®. What a great competitive edge I am giving my kids and their growing
bodies because they are not drinking sports drinks containing sugar, artificial
sweeteners, or empty calories.
I make sure they each have a Vitashake® or NuPlus® everyday. All three of them are
at the top of their class in school, too. To me, NuPlus® and Vitashake® are like food
for the brain. It really helps to make it through a long day of school and sports when we
have Sunrider. By feeding them NuPlus® and Vitashake®, I feel I am giving them the
best opportunity to stay healthy and excel in their schoolwork and sports at the same
time.
My pickiest eater really enjoys the Quinary® powder in a cup of hot Calli® and
SunnyDew®. Occasionally, I let her add a splash of flavored creamer for a real treat;
she thinks she is having a gourmet drink from a coffee store, and I know my Sunrider®
drink is MUCH better for her! Sunrider is a great way to have a pick-me-up with an
after-school snack. As a mom, I know this is one of the best things my kids can have
since they don’t always eat a perfectly balanced diet. Thank you Sunrider—I can’t
imagine life without these fabulous foods!
Aurelie 14 (cheer), Rece 10 (dance) , Justice 8 (jiu-jitsu)
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